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Editor's Note:
A college campus is supposed to he a place that fosters diversi
ty,; open-mindedness, exchange of ideas and, above all, freedom of
expression. Congratulations to all of you who may have been
offended by the material in the September issue of Klipsun but
chose to ignore your own bias and open your mind to new ideas.
Chris Cooper's art is graphic, even gross. We know that. There
have been suggestions that we chose to run the images simply
because we had them and wanted to increase our readership through
cheap shock value. Some people have questioned the appropriateness
of the images for Western's campus. Many others have told us that
they thought the drawings were disgusting-but when we asked what
they thought of the article, we heard "oh, I didn't read the article."
Yes, there was an article accompanying Coop's art. A good arti
cle, exploring the motivation of a well-known artist and giving equal
space to feminist responses to his art. If you read it, you might have
understood why nonprinting Coop's pictures would have been a copout of the very worst kind. Klipsun should not be afraid to print
something that may raise a few eyebrows and spark some interest
ing debate among readers.
I'm excited about the metamorphosis I've seen in Klipsun over the
past year. The stories haven't been shy-we've covered illicit drug
use, religion, gambling, HIV testing and, of course, devil girls in a
variety of scintillating poses. This magazine has become a forum for
discussion of the serious—and sometimes not-so-serious-issues
important to college students.
Drugs, AIDS, sex and censorship. They may not be the gentlest
issues, but they're all out there in the real world. Are you afraid
to face them? We're not.
Klipsun encourages readers to let us know you feel about any
thing you see in the magazine. Dur e-mail is klipsun@cc.wwu.edu.
Or, if you prefer the old-fashioned way, we're in College Hall 137 or
at 65D-3737. Drop us a note.
Jill Carnell, editor
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Klipsun is a student publication of Western
Washington University distributed free of charge
twice a quarter. Klipsun is not an ancient Greek
word meaning "Elvis and Jerry are twin brothers!"-it's really a Lummi word which means "beautiful
sunset." Dr it's a Chinook jargon word meaning,
simply, "sunset," It's hard to say, really. The maga
zine is printed on fancy new matte paper made of
5D% recycled fiber, 15% post-consumer and 35%
post-commercial waste. Tell your mama that.
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teering Committee Julia Paige Groce slips from a dreary parking lot into
the black-tie world of limousine drivers.
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Amy King sneaks into the subculture of retail security.
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Fuul Territory

Matt Finlinson profiles gutsy Mariners ballgirl Lindsey Ferris.

S^raceland Jen Nikolaisen pays homage to Stephanie G. Pierce's treasure trove of
King's trash at Portland's legendary 24-hour Church of Elvis.

eclaration of Independents The Grand Bellingham Cinema, the city's
only independent movie theater, is slowly being edged out by competition from national chains.
Alex McLean tells the true tale of one man's struggle to remain autonomous.
2/4

ecTlNo Prisoners Made into music, electricity can make you dance. Christopher Ames
plugs into the local electronic music scene.

avy IS/lettle Vincent Verhei finds a group of friends who risk life-and sometimes
even limh-for the fight.
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Oscillation A storm is brewing in the usually peaceful Pacific Ocean.
Kim Vincent finds out why "the boy child" could wreak havoc with our weather.

ISl

Vsnr For Tlie Course Whatcom County's 18 courses have put the community on the
map-as far as golf is concerned. Jonathan Vann takes a swing at the links.

ugged "Oh my God! Was I raped?" Lucy Kiem Kee tries to recall an evening she
doesn't remember.
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of ceaseless muggy
drizzle crept its way
into my sneakers,
seatbelt and soul. Each
screech of the aging wiper
blades accomplished little in
its sickly rain-ridding effort.
The drops seemed to prick the
windshield and then gurgle a
thick thumping reply. All
around, the wet swallowed my
chugging Ford Escort into a gray
, blur of clouds and pavement.
The parking lot could have been
part of Taco Bell or Boeing or Kmart. I
slipped into a lean compact spot and squeezed
between a small crumpled Toyota pick-up and a
Volkswagen Rabbit in need of a paint job. I scanned the asphalt.
In a mangle of mud and sticky moisture, I approached the looming garage.
I opened the side door. The fragile air chilled my eyes as the air conditioning
system created an unreality. Light blurred my vision, and I felt as if I had stepped
through the looking glass.
They were shining. The stark concrete floor was illuminated with their clean brilliance
and regal perfection. Extravagance and dignity accompanied their sparkling chrome. Like
beasts, they possessed a strength and prowess. They appeared calm and pampered. I was surrounded
by 17 stretch limousines.
To be a chauffeur is to make this transition every day. The world of the limousine driver is a fine
crystal fantasy. At all hours, they shed the world of duct tape and woozing cassette players for champagne glasses and
leather interiors. Braving the freeways in 35 feet of luxury, these men and women open the doors for the rich
and famous, stars of stage and screen, prestigious government officials and
screaming teenagers in rented formal wear.
The chauffeur business is not a job most individuals envi
sion themselves pursuing. Donald Ballard, a merry little
gentleman with a quiet neighborly grin, was selling
real estate three years ago.
"'I wasn't making nearly enough
money to survive, and one of my
clients said, 'Hey, if you're not
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doing something around Christmastime, we need
some extra help/"' Ballard recalled.
Suddenly thrust into a new career,
Ballard has been wearing the black-andwhite tuxedo-like uniform of the chauf
feur for Bayview Limousine Service of
Seattle. Such a position requires his dis
covered talent for "'backing up a 35-foot
car into a normal space. And you
know, thafs not that easy."
Mike Zawaideh purchased a lim
ousine company 13 years ago, and
now runs Super Limousine and Black
Tie Transportation.
"Ifs not really a high-profit business
if you're legitimate and do all the
right things," he said. "It's sure
fun, though."
The driving experience
has a lot to do with the
model of car the chauffeur is
driving. A general consensus
among professional drivers is
that the Lincoln Town Car reigns
above all other models. "Most of
the drivers prefer the
Lincoln. It's pretty respon
sive and to me you've got
a better feel for the road,"
Ballard said.
Limousines can be created from
virtually any make of automobile. Coach
builders are certified companies that create
the stretched version of the original, cutting
the car in half and putting a
section in the middle.
niD.di..,____
Other alterations in
^ •j^L!
clude the famed hot tub in
the back. But Seattle has
tlCKnot proven to be a great
market for the limousine
hot tub.
"If you have water in
the tub, on the level
Hollywood Boulevard in Los Angeles, it's great," one of Ballard's fellow
drivers said. "But in Seattle, where you got hills, you go up and it all runs
out the back. You go down and it all runs over your shoulders!"
Limousine rental is not exactly the cheapest way to get from point A to point
B. The average cost ranges from $65 per hour for corporate accounts to $1DD per
hour for short-term use. Companies generally tack on an additional 2D percent gratuity
charge for their drivers.
"Biggest tip I got was $2400!" Zawaideh boasted. "Let's just say that it was from a very
:
wealthy individual."
"People think limo drivers are the concierges of the town. (They think) you can hook 'em up with
women and World Series tickets, but we're trying to run a legitimate business ... we let them take
care of the details,” remarked experienced chauffeur Ed Hill.
Getting a celebrity "ride" is an interesting experience. Celebrities "are kinda rude to other people,
but they know that we're there to serve them. They think that if they treat us nice, we're gonna treat
them nice," chauffeur Steve Lewis commented.
"Celebrities have done it so much, they know what to expect. 'Just get me there and don't bother me
too much,' is the kind of attitude," Ballard said.
"I've driven a zillion of 'em," Zawaideh bragged. "You got Ben and Jerry, Seahawks, Mariners, the
Four Tops, Ice Cube, Montel Williams, Ed Hume, the Eurythmics, Bruce Jenner, Pauley Shore, the Sea
Gals and a bunch of others."
"Mariners are our regulars," Zawaideh added. With the recent upset in the American League
Divisional Playoffs, some of the athletes have been feeling low. "Just talked to Moyer about the
whole thing. He was pretty upset, but he said it was a team deal. A real let down."
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Celebrities can be eccentric in their requests. "We drive for Michae!
Belten all the time/' Zawaideh said. "Every time we pick him up he
wants factery-creased towels in the car. No laundered ones. And he
knows the difference.
"One time we didn't have time to go get new ones and tried to slip,
in some laundered ones. Let's just say he was a little upset."
Ballard has had other celebrity encounters. Briving for Joe Cocker
was not too difficult. "He just smiled, was laid back and fell asleep,'
find that most of the entertainers are real tired; they lead a really crazy
schedule—up at 4 o'clock in the morning, get on an airplane to go to th|
next place," Ballard said.
Some entertainers portray a different side to their personality when
they're alone in the cars. From the
mastermind of "I Want Your Sex"
came a surprising interaction on
the road. "George Michael, now
that was a cool guy," Zawaideh
recalls. "He just had a great aura
and persona. Beal intelligent guy.
We just kinda talked about life and
stuff."
The private life of Whitney
Houston and her marriage to pop
singer Bobby Brown is on MTV news
all the time. Zawaideh said she lives
up to her bitchy reputation.
"She just said to me, 'I don't
need no white boy opening my
door' and so I just said 'okay, ride's
over.' I got her to her place, and that was it," he recalled In disgust:
"There were no cars available that weekend, and they had her pe
pie calling me, begging me to drive. All I wanted from her was an
apology," he said. "I never got it."
Paula Melikian was the only female chauffeur in the little black garage
lobby of suited men. Ghe stopped in on her day off, and was a colorful
visual alternative to the black slacks, starched white shirts and graying
hair. Her pink lips and twist of yellow locks sat atop a busy kaleidoscopic
coat.
"Julia Child was the one who impressed me the most," Melikian s
was a sort of a concierge. We stopped and we talked and we
"Celebrities usually live with the attention every day of their live
know what to do. But we, as working stiffs, don't know that We're not ypl
to it," Hill said. "It's a bigger deal to us than to them."
"Most people ask me, 'How long you been driving?' and 'Who have
driven that's famous?"' Melikian said. "I have to ask myself,
famous?' Geems like everyone in the car has a story behind 'em."
Chauffeurs encounter all kinds of people through their work,
marriage proposals, bachelor and bachelorette parties and
other occasions give way to some entertaining people.
"The majority are corporate accounts that just need to
get to and from the airport," Ballard said. "You usually
never know who they are. It's set up hy the corporate
name. All you know is that the suit is worth more than

"Every time we pick
him up he wants fac
tory-creased towels
in me car. No laun
dered ones. And he
mows the difference.
]ne time we didn't have
time to go get new ones
and tried to slip in some
laundered ones. Let's
just say he was a little
upset."

you make in a month."
"I picked up a bunch of fishermen that were just back from Alaska, and
they had their fish in the car with them. They had 'noseeums' too-little bugs
that just chew up your ankles. They bite you! We had to spray the car with
anti-bug stuff because the people were getting in the back and just scratch
ing all over," Ballard remembered.
Limousines invite the world to enjoy a luscious sweet candy-coated ride,
with the aid of some very tolerant drivers. Extreme cars demand extreme
escapades. Ed Hill reminds us that "most of the jobs are just normal people
going here and there. Gome people just have these fantasies to get naked
and do their thing, whatever that might be" ®

Amy King exposes the unseen world of undercover security.
The hushed tone of the time dock sounds as I slowly run my card through the machine that
keeps track of my comings and goings. I walk briskly down the narrow hallway toward the exit
to the break room, carefully pinning my name tag squarely above my left breast. I gingerly nudge
the hinged door bearing the name Employees Only'' and move toward the onslaught of back-toschool and Canadian shoppers. So begins another day working retail.
As my trek begins across the bustling almost chaotic store, my heart races as the door from
the break room slams ajar. Footsteps pound toward me, slamming into the white-tiled, symmetri
cal floor gaining speed. My gut reaction tells me to jump to my left, and as I do, the footsteps whirl
past me and race toward the nearest store exit.
I try to regain my composure and continue walking through the store while keeping an eye on the
exit doors. Seconds later, the footsteps return quietly, the arms empty-handed and the face with a dis
appointed frown. Another shoplifter escapes the hands of undercover security personnel.
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Shoplifting accounts for major losses in the retail business
annually. Businesses such as grocery stores lose an average of
one to two percent of sales due to shoplifting, said Jeff Dstreim, 24,
who handles security for nine Brown & Cole grocery stores in
Skagit and Snohomish Gounties. That's why stores proteet them
selves by staffing undercover security.
Security may not be that stereotypical middle-aged, uniformed
guard, arms folded and positioned like a firm statue by the exit doors.
''It's definitely not what people
think it is," said Kevin Mede, who
works security at the Bellingham
Fred Meyer.
At 24, Mede works security
part-time while taking classes at
Western. With his laid-back atti
tude and contagious laugh, he
easily blends in a college-town
retail store.
OrAt
For Mede, his youth is the per
fect disguise.
The more well-hidden and mysterious security are, the better. Mede
laughed as he dispelled the myth of the uniformed guard.
"You try to blend in," Dstreim said..."You've got to be sneaky."
Dressed in faded jeans, a white T-shirt and sporting a baseball cap,
Dstreim spends more than 5D percent of his time on the job roaming the aisles
of the store, pretending to be any ordinary shopper.
Security personnel try to be unnoticeable by pushing a shopping cart,
carrying a basket or pondering the price of an item. Meanwhile, they're
secretly scrutinizing a nearby shopper's every move.

Dstreim said he watches for shoppers carrying big
purses, shopping bags or backpacks. He is also suspicious of
those wearing
coats, clothes
with big pockets
or fanny packs.
Though clothing
or accessories may be an
indication of a
shoplifter,
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Dstreim said body language is
a better predictor.
"It's their eyes that real
ly give them away," Dstreim
said.
People who appear nervous and
awkward and are constantly paying more
attention to those around them than their
shopping are more likely to steal, Dstreim
said.
Cameras are also an
effective way to spot
suspicious actions of
shoppers.
Hidden cameras spaced
throughout a store all
feed images into one
central camera room.
Security spend hours
daily camped out in these
dark, secluded rooms,
peering at screens that
follow a shoppers move
ments throughout the
store.
An average store has
about 12 cameras,- usu
ally three have the
capacity to follow a
shopper through a targeted area of the store,
Dstreim said. Cameras do have their weaknesses
because they cannot cover the entire store premis
es, Dstreim said.
Cameras are not allowed in restrooms or fit
ting rooms because of legal restrictions. Though
these prime places that people steal are untouch
able with cameras, Dstreim said other methods
can still work to catch shoplifters.
"It gets me all tense just thinking about this,"
Dstreim said nervously.
Secret catwalks 2D feet above the store floor provide
security with a bird's-eye view of potential shoplifters. These secluded
hallways stretch the entire length of a store but are slightly more nar
row than the width of a twin bed.
In a low, serious voice, Dstreim recounted the time he used cam
eras to watch a suspicious 16-year-old girl who carried make-up into
the restrooms. When she returned without the make-up, Dstreim
phoned a store clerk to check the restrooms, and she found the girl
had discarded the make-up packages in the restroom trash. Dstreim
said he then knew he had her.
Peering through one-way mirrors that cover the expanse of the catwalk, Dstreim described the excitement he feels when catching a shoplifter.
"You can't help that rush of adrenaline when you see someone
steal," Dstreim said.
That's when the high-intensity part of the job kicks in. Security
must somehow apprehend the shoplifter immediately after the stolen
merchandise is taken from the store. If the shoplifter is caught, secu-

dangerous situa
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shoplifters, but on an infrequent basis.
"In the same day, I had a guy slice himself
up, and I got hit by a car," Mede said. A mental
ly unstable man started cutting up his arms
when Mede apprehended him and called the
police.

Later that day, another
shoplifter fled to her
car before Mede could
arrest her. Mede ran
toward the front of the
shoplifter's car while
the car was moving in
reverse. Unexpectedly,
the shoplifter shifted
the car into drive,
floored it and smashed
into Mede, who cata
pulted over the top of
the car.
Fortunately,
Mede landed on his
feet and suffered no
injuries, while also

KUpsun/Stuart Martin

rity are then able to issue a
citizens' arrest and notify
the police.
When security person
nel view a shoplifter from
a catwalk, the shoplifter's
movements are momen
tarily lost while security
scurry down the connecting
ladder to the store floor. This
short time-lapse can be enough for
the shoplifter to escape.
Generally people run, Mede said. Others do not
react as calmly, however.
"You never know what you're getting into when
you stop somebody," Dstreim said.
Ostreim described what he calls the "spaghetti
story" that began when a man apparently on drugs
stole a pack of cigarettes. When Ostreim tried to
apprehend him, the man became violent, yielding a
broken jar of spaghetti sauce.
"The guy snaps...and grabs a jar off the shelf,
breaks the glass and starts running after me with it."
Without a moment's hesitation, Ostreim tackled him.
"You've got to have good
instincts," Ostreim said. "You've got to go with your gut
and hopefully not get hurt in the process."
Ostreim handcuffed the thief and called the police,
though he admits this type of encounter rarely occurs.
"I never get in over my head," Ostreim said. "If it's a

spotting the car's license plate number,
-^1 l^e time, she got away, Mede said, but enthusiastically added that two weeks later the police arrested her for
^rst degree assault.
It was fun in a sick way, Mede said.
Mede stressed that security's main concern is to
recover the merchandise and not risk unnec
essary injury for a low-cost item.
More frequently, Mede said security
uses a technique called non-arrest recovery
jvhere "we scare them, and they dump the
Ostreim said most shoplifters are
between the age of 15 and 20 years old.
Mede said college students are less likely to
steal.
"We don't see a general increase of college students
stealing," Mede said.
Store employees account for a large portion of store
losses-up to 50 percent, Ostreim said.
An employee who steals from the company takes, on
average, $75D-whereas a shoplifter takes only $60 worth
of merchandise, Mede said.
Ostreim said he focuses on doing his job well, which
means disregarding stereotypes and looking at every shopper
or employee as a potential shoplifter.
"Every type of person
steals. Your grandmoth
er, your brother, your
spouse-people you'd
never expect," Dstreim
said. People may try to
justify shoplifting, but it
really is a crime.
"It's a misdemeanor
offense," Dstreim said.
"It's the lowest of the low
as stealing goes...But it's
a huge problemf

A storm is brewing in Dur usually peaceful Pacific Ocean.
It is a storm that carries such an innocent name: El Nino, or
'"the boy child.'' But this is no innocent storm. It is a phenomenon of monstrous proportions, ready to wreak havoc on
weather patterns all over the world. As this "boy child" gains
strength and size this year, sloshing its warm water around in
the Pacific between South America and Indonesia, it is shaping
itself up to be possibly the biggest El Nino this century.
Signs that El Nino is on its way have been all over the news:
Fishermen have caught marlins off the west coast where it is
usually too cold for them to survive,- salmon are missing from
Bristol Bay; and the Atlantic, usually riddled by hurricanes and
storms, has been calm while the Pacific has already been hit by
more than a dozen.
El Nino was named by Peruvian fishermen who first noticed
the warm ocean currents of this phenomenon. They named it
after the baby boy Jesus because its arrival coincided with the
Christmas season. Scientists today refer to it as ENSD, or El
Nino-Southern Oscillation.
During El Nino times, trade winds that usually push
warm water westward to Indonesia weaken. The warm ocean
water instead washes through the Pacific eastward to South
America and raises the surface ocean temperature.
According to an article in US News and World Heport, that
zone of warm water is already bigger than the conti
nental United States.
ENSD affects the atmosphere as well, creating
tropical thunderstorms fueled by the humid air over
tne oceans, ine tnunderstorms altect jet stream

over the world. In the United States, this means that
California and the Southwest will likely experience more
rainfall than average while the Pacific Northwest will reveive
less rain and warmer winter temperatures,
According to the Joint Institute for the Study of Atmosphere
and Oceans at the University of Washington, the effects of ENSD
on rainfall are unpredictable. Some years bring more rain while
others bring less. However, the effects on snowpack are consistent with lower-than-average snowpack beginning in February and
amplifying as the winter season progresses,
Nathan Mantua, a research scientist for the University of
Washington Department of Atmospheric Sciences, said the
warmer-than-average temperatures from December through May
have a small impact on the average amount of rain or snow we get.
"Because of the warmer temperatures, however, there is a
strong tendency for reduced snowpack at the more marginal snow
elevations, which I generally put in the 2,500 to
4,000 foot elevation band," he said.
Everyone seems to agree that El Nino is unpredictable and
could go either way.
Doug Campbell, president of the Northwest Ski Association,
said there is no way to tell exactly how the season will turn out.
"The 1982-83 season affected us and snow was light,"
he said. "But it is already snowing now in October. It is
something nobody can predict. You just have to go along
and play it by ear."

Kim
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7 guess I could have clocHed somebody.
7"he unbearable tension grows as more than
died around his or her television set that night
saw the play.
One foul ball thrust the Mariner ballgirl to a
national captive audience.
"I didn't even know that I was on TV," Ferris
explained shaking her head. "I was really
embarrassed when I came to school the next
day, and people were asking me if I knew I was

5D,0DD frenzied fans wait for the pitcher to deliv
er a nasty slider to the plate. The eardrum-rattling
roar of the crowd wills the crafty hurler to make
his pitch. In an instant, the batter uncoils and rips
a hard ground ball foul down the right field line.
Western senior Lindsey Ferris springs from her
chair and snatches the ball off the plastic Kingdoms
turf. With the ball safely in her mitt, Ferris pivots to
return to her perch in foul territory.
''Hey ballgirl, can I have the ball?"
one kid asks.
"Give me the ball!" another fan yells.
"Throw it up here!" a fan exclaims.
...
Ferris has heard these same liaggiiiiliiiliijf
a
phrases for five years now, game
iiiiiiiiijigjiiiiiiKl
after game. It's the same
routine every time. But
this was the playoffs,
and her reign as ballgirl
was ending after this
pressure-packed
evening. No longer
would she hand off the
coveted leather sphere
for some season-ticket
holder to add to his or
her collection. It was
time to put an exclama
tion point on her glori
ous run in foul territory.
With that thought in
mind, Ferris chucks the
ball deep into the sea of
Mariner blue. The ball
floats skyward before
reaching its apex and is
engulfed instantly in a
herd of clamoring fans
some 40 rows from field
level. Settling into her
familiar chair on the firstbase side, Ferris deems the
on national TV."
momentary situation over.
The spur-ofNBC broadcasters Bob
the-moment toss did
Costas and Bob decker had
not seem like a matter of importance, but
different thoughts. While Ferris was settling into her
seat down the right field line during the seventh
others within the Mariner organization
looked at the possible liability associated
inning of the Oct. 1 playoff game between the Beattie
Mariners and the Baltimore Orioles, the commenta with Ferris' action first and the entertainment
value second. The stadium operations big
tors broadcast her play to millions of viewers.
wigs collectively breathed a sigh of relief that
One brief decision brought Ferris onto the
nobody was injured by the projectile.
national stage. Her parents saw the play, her
"If I had to do it again, I would do the
friends saw the play, her Western classmates saw
same thing," Ferris contended. "At the
the play, fans at sports bars across the nation
time, it was a decision directed toward the
saw the play and every baseball-loving kid hud-

fans because the majority of the people in the
first two rows are season ticket holders who get
balls all the time. I guess I could have clocked
somebody, but at the time it seemed like the
right thing to do."
The incident capped Ferris' five-year run as a
Seattle Mariner ballgirl. The fact that the exposure
happened in Ferris' last game as a ballgirl only added
to a plethora of memories of her stay in foul territory.

Getting the Jab
Mariner ballgirls such as Ferris are part of a
program called Diamond Girls. The Diamond Girls
are responsible for being ballgirls during the
game, act as escorts for the Mariner Moose, and
baby-sit for members of the Mariner organization.
Ferris boarded the Mariners' ship as a junior in
high school and has braved the world of King
beers and falling ceiling tiles ever since. Peers
scoffed at the job and questioned why Ferris would
subject herself to the quest for the foul ball.
"People made a joke of it at first, saying stuff
like, 'You actually want to walk around with the
Moose and baby-sit bratty kids?"' Ferris remem
bered. "I was like, yeah, sounds fun to me."
To get the job Ferris battled 50 to GO other girl-
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but at the time it seemed lihe the right thing to do
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at a ballgirl tryout inside the dome. Even
though she stopped playing softball in third
grade, and up until the tryout her experience
amounted to backyard games of catch with her
brother, her stress level was minimal on the field.
Out of the possible 175 applicants for the job,
Ferris became one of the privileged 12 girls to
make the cut.
'"It wasn't that bad even though there was
like 50 or 60 people there. The tryout was
supposed to be professional, but it was really
just 50 girls trying to catch baseballs and not
look like idiots in the process," Ferris said,
chuckling. "The only problem was that in the

of being a ballgirl: dealing with
the fans.

The Fans
Anyone who has braved the gray
pile of concrete known as the
Kingdome knows that the fans
make the major league baseball
experience. Maniacs dressed
head-to-toe in team apparel shout
obscenities as colorful as their
Mariner foam fingers. For Ferris,
it's the fans that bring the chal
lenge and interest to the ballpark.
Their craziness escalates when a
foul ball is in their vicinity.
"It amazes me to see
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Kingdome,
if you
missed a ball, it went all
the way to the wall.
Some girls would end
up in line after chasing
a ball down for 15 min
utes. It was definitely a
good motive for not
missing the ball."
After surviv
ing the tryout, Ferris
prepared for life in
the dome. Although
snagging ground balls
off the turf is an inte
gral part of the ballgirl occupation, it pales
in comparison to the
most challenging part

longer suffices for die-hards as a means to
lasso a ball off the bat of one of their diamond
heroes. These navy and marine-blue clad fans
break out the toolboxes and hardware in an
effort to transcend the walls keeping them off
the playing surface. The foul ball equals a
golden nugget for souvenir-hungry fanatics.
"Fans have the greatest contraptions," she
said. "I've seen people come to batting prac
tice with these mouse cages attached to fish
ing line trying to scoop up balls in the out
field."
Although adult fan ingenuity can't be
questioned, the kids constantly challenge
Ferris' process of distributing the balls that
roll into foul territory.
Many kids get creative
in search of a sou
venir. When standard
methods fail, young
sters get desperate.
"This one kid
asked me for a ball
when I obviously did
n't have one to give
him. After I explained
that I didn't have one,
he comes back with,
'Can you get me some
turf? How about cutting
me out some turf?' It
cracks me up how creative these kids get. If
I would have had a ball, I would have given
him it just for being funny."

Bat night was a
problem too,
because .
drunhs wi
Its
around the Moose,
and there's poten
tial for disaster."
what people will do for a foul ball," she said
grinning from ear to ear. "I've seen people
dive over seats. I even saw two old men push
ing and shoving each other just to get a ball. I
almost wanted to tell them to just go to the
store a buy a ball. It was ridiculous."
In the desperate quest for the foul ball, fans
push the limits of sanity. A simple glove no

Ths Drawbacks
Finding a downside to being paid to watch
baseball from the field is a tough task. But like
in every job, small cracks do appear in the
armor of Ferris' dream job on the diamond.
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have to be honest. It does get bad when
you're sitting out there during the game and you
cannot use the restroom/' Ferris shrugged. "You
only have about two minutes to a minute and a
half to sprint in and use the bathroom. And the
thing is, everyone knows where the ballgirl is
going. You are just stuck out there, and of
course the game goes into extra innings when
you really have to go."
And if the IDO-meter dash to the toilet isn't a
drawback, the flesh-seeking line drive definitely
gualifies. At certain times, the Mariners naviga
tional logo on the ballgirl uniform transforms into
a readily accessible target.
"I got hit by a line drive in the shoulder once,"
Ferris says as if the pain has suddenly returned
from the distant past. "I was talking to some fans
as usual, and the ball came right at me on the fly.

themselves, spitting and generally doing little else
than serve as a ballgirl's safety net in case a ball
escapes her grasp.
"The bullpen has the best job. They just sit back
on a bench and chew gum and eat seeds," Ferris
said. "Mike Timlin and Paul Spoljaric are funny
because they have their routine down. After about
the third inning, they walk down to the dugout and
get coffee. I give them a rough time, but I guess
I'm in the same boat. The only difference is I don't
get paid what they get paid."
The resourceful ballgirl does not let the bullpen
go to waste. It's a scavenger's gold mine.
"We take their water and gum so the bullpen
is fun," Ferris laughed.

The Atmosphere
In the grand scheme of things, the ballgirl

part of the game as one of the players making
millions, you are on the field. It's hard to describe
what it is like when you look up and see all those
people. It's unbelievable."
This awestruck feeling accompanied Ferris
during Nolan Ryan's final game in the major
leagues and game five of the 1995 YankeesMariners series-quite possibly the greatest game
in the Mariners' 20-year history.
"It's truly incredible to look up and see thou
sands and thousands of camera flashes. During
those games, the whole aura of a packed
Kingdome is just awesome," Ferris said.

A Good Perspective
Holding a job many people would line up
around the corner for is not lost on Ferris. She and
the nine other ballgirls in the Diamond Girls pro-

“It 5 not th e game of baseball I lihe. Its the
ement ana In e
fans, the exciter,
opTe, WilaJSP’
peOg,.^.
eraV of c
onergy
I didn't have time to react, and it smacked me right
in the shoulder deflecting into left field. That one
left a pretty good-sized welt."

Guarding the Moase
In addition to using important appendages to
deflect heat-seeking missiles off the bats of Ken
Griffey Jr. and Edgar Martinez, the ballgirl also
serves as a secret service agent for the Mariner
mascot, the lovable Mariner Moose. The Moose
costume limits the vision of the guy behind the
mask, and ballgirls are needed to watch for any
blindside approaches from crazed fans.
Guarding the hide of the Moose isn't easy.
With maniacal fans around every concession
stand, the ballgirl must be prepared to stop any
sudden offensive.
"Toronto Blue Jays' games used to be a prob
lem for the first three years I worked, because we
would have to put three or four escorts with the
Moose because of drunk Canadians," Ferris
laughed. "Bat night was a problem too, because
you get drunks with bats around the Moose, and
there's potential for disaster."
It's no joke; the Moose's furry exterior is
stalked with unparalleled fervor inside the dome
by fans whose mental states are unstable at best.
"One time one of the escorts had to restrain this
guy against a wall because he was trying to beat
up on the Moose," Ferris stated with a smirk
splashed on her face. "It can get very interesting."
Moose battery isn't confined to intoxicated
visitors from the Great White North. Packs of
wild kids can be just as dangerous and equally
as hard to fend off. Kids can't wait to get a hold
of an exposed antler.

The Players
Everybody has seen the pitchers in the bullpen.
They occupy the bench in foul territory scratching
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seemingly holds the dream job. Some might won
der what it is like to rub shoulders with the likes
of Ken Griffey Jr., Alex Rodriguez and the unend
ing list of stars who nightly take the turf by storm.
Donning the Mariners' uniform might get some
people's adrenaline flowing. For Ferris, it's being
in the presence of all that encompasses Seattle
Mariner baseball which provides the biggest rush.
"It's not the game of haseball I like. It's the
people, the fans, the excitement and the energy of
the game," Ferris said. "I love the atmosphere. I
like being on the field. Although you really aren't

gram live childhood dreams three to five games a
month. The Diamond Girls take the field knowing
their situation is unique.
Ferris trotted out onto a field of dreams for five
full seasons. She protected a Moose, suffered
bruises, prayed for bathroom breaks, fought off
drunken Blue Jays fans on Eagle Hardware Bat
Night and had Bob Uecker compliment her arm.
She doesn't devalue the benefits of being a
Mariner ballgirl.
"It's real hard to complain about my job," she
said. "It was pretty much ideal"

Short-sleeved polo shirts, windhreakers, shoes, clubs, gloves and
golf balls adorn the walls in the pro shop at the Lake Padden Golf
Course. Business is booming.
"'Golf is cool now,"' said Kene Bensel, head golf professional at Lake
Padden. "When I started in golf, it was kind of for nerds. Now
it's reached the big time.'*'
The big time^ translates to the rise of 18 different
bourses available^to golfers in Whatcom County. In fact, a
few years ago Whatcom County had the most golf courses
per capita in the United States.
The new golf courses in the market forced the city-owned Lake
Padden into a $2.5 million, seven-year course improvement plan in
1990 in order to stay competitive.
*'They built the golf course for $550,000. That's what they spend per hole
these days,*' Bensel said. "These improvements will help us keep pace with
the new golf courses in the county."
The oldest course in the region is the Bellingham Golf and Country Club,
.
which opened in 1912. It's one of three private golf courses in the area,
The differences between public courses and private courses
is apparent upon entering the country club. Patrons are met in
front by the fashion police, who exercise their power with a "no
jeans beyond this point" sign. Adherence to the dress code permits
a visit to the luxurious dining room where white tablecloths, scarlet
napkins and shiny utensils decorate the ballroom-sized tables, A bigscreen TV, a bar, and an elevated, panoramic view of the golf course are
the big perks of the country club.
Kim Rosier, general manager of the Bellingham Golf and Country :
Club, said a private course has a totally different philosophy to opera
tion because the members actually own the course. Members pay a.
$2,500 initiation fee and then buy a golfing certificate from an out-|
going member for $2,000 to $3,000. MembBrs pay monthly duesJ
of $135 ($190 for couples) to finance the day-to-day opera-]
tions of the course and clubhouse.
Membership is limited to 500 peOpte td ensure fast rounds
and smooth play and reduce the need for reservations.
North Bellingham Golf Course opened in July 1995,^
and is the newest course to vie for business. It's a true'
Gcottish links-style golf course, which means fewer trees
and more sand and water traps than the traditional design.
The price tag for construction is estimated at $7 million.
Bill Chrysler, head professional at North Bellingham,
said that Whatcom County was chosen as the sitf of
the course because of the speculation of growth in
the region. He points out that the population of
the county isn't huge, but close proximity to
Vancouver and Seattle keeps business up.
Chrysler said the large number of golf corns-’
es in the county both helps and hurts business.
"We're not as busy as we'd be if we were
\he only course in Whatcom County. But
^what it does offer is a variety of big-name
oesigns, traditional designs and beginner 9-hole
% courses," Chrysler said.
It's the variety jjand expansion that has put
the Whatcom County golf community on the map and
a prosperous future for the sport.
Or, as Chrysler simply said, "It affords
golfers good golf."
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latar, aiid X itas iinfawiHar witli tortlantf. It
saanad as tlioiigli X MS driving in ctrxaas. *8lioiad
X giva gpT* X wondarad,
dust wlian X tlidugM a3X l&opa was lost, X saw it. ^
raetai^la of liaavatily glow dhona oist onto tlia
narrow straat. X want to tha llglit.
As X stood bafora ttia door, X liasitatad to go in, but
X lookad 19 and saw His glorious, slda-bumad
faea, and X knaw X was bona. 80 X procaadad up
tba staap, brown carpatad stairs, faaling anxious
within tha coidChiaBant of tha surrounding walls.
Would X find what X was looking for whan X
raaehad tha t^^ Would alX ^ agr prayars ba
answarad?
At tha and of ny eUnb, X opanad tha glass
door with a haavy pull and was graatad with tha
loud, violant sounds of six gothic and ipikadrassad taans barking farocioudly at ma. This
was dWEinitaiy unllka ai^ ehurCh I'd avar baan to
b^Eora* IHit what did X axpact? This was, aftar all,
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What is it they say? One person's trash is another person's treasure? Nowhere else is
this saying more true. Aside from the alarmingly scary teens, the scene on the other side of the
door was a glitzy wonderland of toys and cheesy, retro paraphernalia. Every inch of
everything in view was covered with things from childhood. Smurf dolls. Barbie dolls,
Donnie and Marie Osmond album covers and busts of Elvis lined the tables and
shelves in the midst of glitter and posters with fake Mormon scripture. The small,
glitter-enclosed space poured out into a narrow hallway that wrapped around a
corner of further decoration. And in the middle of it all was a short, brown-

My mom blames herself for not letting me
decorate my room when I was little.
haired adrenaline shot named Stephanie G. Pierce.
She yelled at my companion and me to introduce ourselves and informed us that we were either very late for
the tour she was giving or very early for the next one. We came in at the beginning of "Let's Make a Deal," Church
of Elvis style.
Looking past the spiked scalp of one teen, I saw two young girls and their adult counterparts standing close
by. The two girls were the lucky contestants who had to choose between door one, door two, door three or the box
in the Barbie house makeshift gameshow set. With the encouraging screams of the crowd, the two girls opted to
choose the glittery box.
In her fast-paced, high-pitched, gameshow fluctuating voice. Pierce revealed what the girls missed by not picking each door.
"This is going to be painful, but don't worry girls, there is a built-in support group of women here that can help you through this painful
time," she exclaimed dramatically as she revealed the toy jewels young girls across America have used to play dress-up for years. "Now brace
yourselves. Behind door number two is ... Glamour Jewelry! A bit dusty, but still glamorous."
The girls, all of maybe 12, played along with wide eyes, not knowing what to make of the whirlwind that is Pierce.
"Okay. You've seen what is behind all of the doors. You know what fabulous things you missed, but don't worry because this time and this
time only. I'm prepared to make you a deal," Pierce said quickly.
"I am prepared to offer you all of the door prizes plus something extra, whatever tidbit that may be, but I'm not going to tell you what that
may be because that is part of the surprise-not because I don't know what that is because believe you me, there are actually lots of people
who decide to not choose the box no matter what the audience tells them," she said in one breath. "Boooo you can choose the doors, or the
box. Which will it be? Audience! What do you think?"
The girls chose the box, and after a short explanation of what "theoretical" means, they won a prize of (Pierce counted the number of people
in the room) a trip to San Francisco for 12 and then handed them each a pair of fake teeth for playing.
At the end of the
tour, Austin, Jason,
Julie, Chris, Tim and
Dustin (the Goth kids),
cleared out of the
Church of Elvis to
roam the Portland
streets before going to
"The Bocky Horror
Picture Show." Austin
and Jason, from Toutle,
Wash.,
were
in
Portland to visit their
companions and to
celebrate National
Coming Out Day.
Their friends told
them that they had
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Thus, the Church of Elvis was born as a place of "art for the smart." Pierce even
became an ordained minister of the Creative Art denomination.
Minister Pierce's sermons are in her tours. At one point she shows her audience a
picture of James, the number-one fan of the 24-hour Church of Elvis. The picture is of
to see the "'Church of Elvis lady"
James' arm on which he has tattooed the church's logo. Df course, she told us, James
while they were in town.
is a former disgruntled postal-worker with an affection for knives and Gteffi Graf.
"I loved it. She was weird and
"Don't be like James, " she warned.
hella cool/' Austin said with wide
Not forgetting who the church is named after. Minister Pierce forces her disciples
eyes, looking a lot like Robert
to pay homage to the King by bowing to an Elvis altar. Surrounding the altar is a
Smith from the Cure, sans the red
plethora of Elvis paraphernalia including an unfinished quilting of the sideburned one,
lipstick.
a picture reminiscent of Andy Warhol titled, "The Three Faces of Elvis," and a velvet
"I haven't seen that much charis
Elvis portrait.
ma since David Koresh," Tim
As minister. Pierce also offers many thought-provoking questions for her con
added.
gregation to ponder.
Pierce, known to many as the
As she passes around a tortilla chip with the natural image of Elvis on it, she asks,
"Church of Elvis lady," is the self"If you only have one hand, can you clap? If a tree falls in the woods and no one is
proclaimed celebrity spokesmodel
around to hear it, does it really make a sound? If you eat a tortilla chip with the image
and minister, who has been running
the Church of Elvis for 12 years. The Ankeney Street location, of Elvis on it, are you eating Elvis ... or God?"
Also as minister. Pierce performs wedding ceremonies. For $25 you can partake
between Broadway and Park near Portland's Chinatown, is her
in the legal wedding which includes, as noted on the official Church of Elvis web site,
third store. She moved to this location to "start new with cheaper
www.churchofelvis.com, "the wedding march, fashion twirl, testimonial time, inspirational
rent."
message, touching legalization of the vows, first dance and traditional sidewalk
Pierce began the 24-hour Church of Elvis (which is actually
parade." With a little preparation and an extra $25, Elvis (an impersonator, of course)
only open about 24 hours a week right now) so she could express
can sing at these ceremonies.
herself for a living.
Not ready for the ultimate commitment? Pierce also performs "cheap, not legal"
"It's a performance art," she said. "My mom blames herself
weddings for $5. This ceremony includes "wedding rings, marriage certificate, use of
for not letting me decorate my room
bridal veil and trip around the block
when I was little."
with 'just married' sign and cans."
In fact, the idea for the church came
For an extra $2.50 you can get a
to Pierce when she was a young girl in
Polaroid of the blessed event.
Milwaukee.
At the end of the tour, after the
"When I was a Brownie or a Girl
Goth kids cleared out, Jennifer and
Scout, we toured the Wonderbread facto
Loren, a Portland couple, paid $5 for
ry and Schlitz Beer factory, and I always
the cheap, not legal wedding,
liked the tour guides," she recalled in a
dressed in the traditional bridal
much slower, more normal tone. "I
headdress of shower curtain rings
thought I would like to be a tour guide."
and electrical chords and wedded.
"We also traveled a lot when I was a
After the exchange of the plastic wed
kid, and I remember going places like
ding rings. Pierce, dressed in a
Carlsbad Caverns with my family and
sparkling white shawl, waved her sil
just digging the souvenir stores. I
ver wand and instructed the couple
thought it would be cool to work in one
and the witnesses to click their heels
of those places."
together and say "There is no place
And now she does. At the end of her
like home" over and over.
2D-minute tour, Stephanie tries to "guilt"
"If it can't be tragic and spectacu
her audience into buying souvenirs from
lar at the same time, why bother?"
the church. Ber tours are free so the
Pierce asked, citing one of the
revenue from the 24-hour Church of
church's many mottos.
Elvis t-shirts, aprons, checkbook covers,
I pondered this question as I
key chains, Elvis x-rays ("from when
stepped out of the light and back into
Elvis tried to join the FBI in 1969") and
the dark of the warm night. Fiona,
Elvis driver's licenses ("cops love them")
one of the women I saw at the
keep her dream going.
church that night, is originally from
It took Pierce a while to realize her
Australia. She told me that she
dream though. After ID years of waitthought the church provided her
ressing while attending college off and
with an interesting look into
on, she was a lawyer for three years.
American culture.
Realizing that lawyering was "no fun"
"Dh God," I thought. "Maybe this
and she "didn't want to wear pantyhose,"
is where the tragedy lies."
she worked on a cruise ship until she
But as I tried to find my way out
was injured on the job. At home, with
of Portland (lost again), I realized
nothing to do, she came up with the idea of
that I no longer had inner turmoil
decorating an office space the way she
or longing. My prayers were
decorated her home and giving tours of the
answered because I found some
kitschy art her friends had always enjoyed
thing spectacular that night.
But what did I expect? It was, after all, the 24-hour Church of Elvis.

BitBT hysterical ivory tower liberal'
AnTODfl who has picked 19 an altamattva publicatinn has read how madia
margirs are cr^pling our ahi]tt7 to gat useful infarmaflon from the communicalion
sources they own. lliosB who hami't should suffar dirough a hriaf ovarviBW of die
issues hafors wa enter the dark flickering realm of Bellingham dnema.

What this msans to us, tha media consumers, is that useful infor
mation is being eroded and manipulated by these mingled corporate
interests. Westinghouse's nuclear plants will not be criticized on "'BD
Minutes'" and ABC will not expose Mickey-doll sweatshops in Asia.
Mergers and chains have the ability to crush the diversity of
ideas we depend on to make educated decisions. The Gannettowned Bellingham Herald and its hand-off approach to Georgia
Pacific are a local example.
Another hazard of mergers is the sexy-sounding miracle of "ver
tical integration." The simplest translation-to own everything. Video
stores, book publishers, theaters, newspapers, radio and TV stations
and cable companies all have been sucked into the tentacles of
mergers without our knowing it.
What we can do is prospect into the future of merger mania and
show how the next phase could impact our community on a small
er level. By looking at the state of Bellingham cinema we can exam
ine how these mergers might threaten our choice in films and rob
us of yet another form of relevant communication.

*Art NortHmidk entas, stage cant^ spattgbl!*

SCREENPIAY BY ALEX MCLEAN

Art Nordbrock, a 31-year-old Western dropout, has a vision for
the future of Bellingham cinema. "My aspirations are pretty humble
about it," he said. "My-ggal is that it become a venue for people who
love good film. And Tm confident that there are enough of those
people in Bellingham to justify the existence of a place like this."
Nordbrock is referring to his Grand Bellingham Cinema, located
at 141B Cornwall Ave. in downtown Bellingham.
Open since June, his 9B-seat theater, despite the cosmetic warts,
represents this city's only independently-owned, independent cine
ma that plays independent films.

thlTrue tale of movies.

MERGERS-AND ONE MAN S
STRUGGLE TO REMAIN
INDEPENDENT.

*£btar saber b&tcay buS, gripping podium nmvously*

m

STARRING ART NORDBROCK.
PAT FISHER AND
JOHN STANOMCH
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: STUART MARTIN
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The cinema industry is the end result of what started years ago
in some chain-smoking scriptwriter's mind. We all know the "movie"
part of the movie industry, but much more is to be considered when
sitting in those velveteen iron maidens so ambitiously called seats.
The three stages in a film's life are production, distribution and
exhibition. In 1948, the Supreme Court ruled in United States v.
Paramount Pictures that companies that controlled both the production
and Bxhibition of a film created a monopoly over first-run movies.
The five major studios at the time owned only 17 percent of the
theaters, but this was sufficient to shut out the independent produc
tions they wanted to show.
Another major event in film history was the 1952 Supreme Court
decision in Hurston v. Wilson, which announced that movies were "a
significant medium for the communication of ideas," and that films
had the ability "to entertain as well as^to inform." The effect of this
decision was to give First Amendment protection to film.

Art M nmnrmmlnfiHnni!^

mm-gul md ginwinp* j

Almost 50 years after those court decisions, we are poised to
make monopolies in the film industry aflain. Tho5e monopolies
will dictate what the First Am'endment protection of their industry is
worth at the.box office.

h tfaa sbc maD&s fallowing passage of the TelBcanimuDicatiaDS Act of
1996, $50 fallllan was ^ant In mega margars. While PBS was twitching In the
gutter to retain soma federal support, our leaders ware asking fee htlllrmatraa
in medlB can^omaratas to ^salf-ragulata/

ct 111 Communications owned 730 screens in seven states
from Alaska to Texas. This October, Act III sold its chain to
Kohlburg Kravis Boberts and Co. (KKR) for $BG0 million. KKH,
which gamed much of its notoriety from the record-breaking $25
billion purchase of BIB Nabisco, already owns a smattering of
media interests and is rumored to be eyeing the 2,300 screens
owned by United Artists Theater Circuit.
Clifton Bobbins, a KKB partner, was quoted in the
Bellingham Herald as saying, "The motion picture exhibition
industry is clearly entering a period of consolidation that KKH
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“We happen to own the theaters here;-but it doesn’t
make it a monopoly.”
—John Stanovich

believes represents an excellent oppertunity. I would expect that Act III
is only the first of our investments in this industry.'' KKR now owns all

l.Rnf-AcLTTrc PaiiinjUnm

— --------- —- ■

■ ----- -—■■ " TutBrPatFistiBr, sitting-in Ai^liltPoftfanS', Ore., headquarters*

* Re-enter a very tired Art Nordbrock*
Nordbrock is sitting outside his theater nursing,a hand-rolled cigarette
and a cup of bean. He has just started a movie about Flamenco dancers and
is now waiting for the film to growl its way through the guts of his 1947
projector. All 13,000 feet of it. This give^'him ample time to think about the
daunting power of his nearest competitor, Act III.
"Theater chains have been in court on dozens of occasions for moving
into communities the size of Bellingham and targeting pre-existing the
aters" he said. "They can just change their programming specifically to
bury other cinemas. It's conjecture, butTfeel they're picking up films just
because they know I'm here."
By looking at the scheduling of Act Ill's Sehome Cinema, which has
shown "indie" films the last four years, Nordbrock might have reason to be
nervous. Prior to The Grand's arrival, Sehome had a 13-week fixation with
"The English Patient" ariii would run other large independent films during
most months. Now Sehome seems more committed to the genre and has
even added "Look for other independent and foreign films to show here
soon!" in its recorded message.
Nordbrock also figured out they have lost money on some of
their movie selections by looking at the published box office
receipts in this market.
"Their smallest theater is twice the size of mine," he said, "so
they can't be happy about locking up a screen with those kinds of
numbers."
Proving the market has no access has been a problem
in past court cases. Monopolies have to be absolute for a judge to
swing the hammer on a theater chain. That doesn't seem to be
happening; but the'ground is ripe for mega mergers to bloom.

T1i2^

and further de-regulation could ensure that true monopolies in film occur,

Like Nordbrock, Pat Fischer is also a 31-year-old Western dropout. As
the booker for Bellingham's Act III screens, and screens up through
Alaska, Fisher coordinates which films go to which theaters. He is a little
defensive about some of Norbrock's concerns. "It's not like The Grand
existed all this time and we suddenly started eating their lunch," he said.
"I view it as providing a service, as well, by bringing in movies that oth
erwise might miss Bellingham."
Fisher also defends showing movies that lose money. "If you have a store,
you carry a variety of products. You can't always know what will sell. We have
frequent 'bombs,' but that happens with more commercial films too," he said.
The KKR buyout may change the climate of Act Ill's film selections, but
Fisher would have little to say about it. KKR executives in New York could
make profit margins the only priority of their new acquisition in Bellingham,
and that may squeeze out the independents so that cash cows from
Hollywood can fill the theater seats.
The possibility would not surprise Fisher, who has had his problems
keeping independent films here already. "Quite frankly," he said, "it would
be more convenient to not play these films. I mean we could probablymiake
more money running "Home Alone XIII" for a couple of months."
For the time being, however, “Fisher has no plans to walk away from his
commitment of bringing independent films to Sehome Cinema.

*Enter the voice of an all-seeing being*
In 1964, before Nordbrock even existed, John StanoVlch was a door
man for Mt. Baker Theatre. Since then, Stanovich has worked in almost
every incarnation of Bellingham theater and is now the manager of Act
Ill's flagship at Beilis Fair.
St^ovich's Beilis Fair office looks very similar to Nordbrock's. Loose
paperwork is sorted using the "level empty surface" method of filing. A

sturdy but inexpEusive desk appears to have the mast gravity in the room.
Everything else has been mashed against the wall like it is trying to escape
the orbit of this desk.

Stanovich is puzzled hy Nordbrock's Act III angst.
"'I mean we happen to own the theaters here but that doesn't make it a
monopoly/' he said. "They are different markets, and I just don't see that they
are hurting each other. In fact, he has picked up some films that we dropped
so, in a way, we are helping him by giving the show some previous exposure."
Stanovich has lived through various buyouts in Bellingham cinema, seeing
theaters go from SRD to Cineplex Dde^n to the current mutation of KKR/Act III.
The decision to play movies is getting farther away from him with each evolu
tion, unlike the old days when most theaters were independent.
“
"If a movie isn't making money we're not going to play a loser forever and
tie up a house with it," he said. "These are decisions made in the home office,
the manager has nothing to do with it."
^

*Entsr Norbrock, in shining armor, riding a vary small white horse*
Nordbrock has”a passion for indie films, which is reflected in his blatap^
dislike for the corporate integration of independent producers and distributors
happening throughout the industry.
"The big trend is to have large media corporations buy out the independent
distributors," he said. "The problem is that the films quickly become commod
ified and watered down, making them more homogenized for the masses."
Time Warner's buyout of New Line's independent distribution and
Universal Studios slurping up of Cineplex Ddeon and indie distributor
Gramercy are some of the demonstrations that independent cinema is
becoming an endangered species.
"People don't realize how unique an independent, first run theater is,"
Nordbrock said. "This is a nearly extinct icon, a cinema that is showing new
films, that is based, owned, and operated in Bellingham. These types of the
aters just aren't around in towns this size."

The chain theaters offer us a hermetically sealed
glass booth, complete with a low-fi speaker and micro
phone system, to protect us from any accidental contact
with their ticket dispersal employees. The Grand only
has Nordbrock, taking tickets, selling the popcorn, start
ing the film, and ready to hear our opinions after the
show. Unlike a multi-billion dollar buyout company in
New York, Nordbrock is completely exposed to the ele
ments of the community around him. He is "unchained," as
the indies like to say.

Enter the full cast of characters for a rousing finale *
The stance of KKR is strictly "no comment" from here to New York. Nobody
there can say a word about its future plans. Fisher is not concerned about his job
status, however, and since every theater needs a good manager, Stanovich
should continue his 33-year streak with no worries.
Nordbrock, on the other hand, is being slayed by financial woes. The surge
of college hipsters that were supposed to overwhelm his theater has not mateFialized and he has been forced to seek a partner, or a forgetful millionaire,
who could lighten his burden.
The reel is still rolling on the Bellingham cinema saga. Stanovich plans
to go to The Grand someday to catch a flick and Fisher said, "I sincerely
wish him all the best."
Nordbrock has a more punk rock, and less printable, sentiment for KKR
but he directs his anger toward the multi-tentacled corporations rather than to
the individuals within them.
____
The market is still broad enough that we are not yet force fed the latest
Hollywood tripe, but the day seems sure to come when mergers control every
facet of the industry again. Ferhaps the only way to combat the trend is to vig
orously inhale independent sources of information so we can at least remem
ber what's missing before it's gone. ^

“They can just change their programming specifi
cally to buiy other cinemas.”

--Art Nordbrock
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My skin tingles in response to the current escaping into the dark
ened atmosphere of the studio from the geriatric amp beside me. A mul
titude of glowing boxes and keyboards shine from their cluster around
the computer monitor which provides the only light in the room, not
counting the sickly sunlight managing to squeeze around the dusty
blinds.
Q
A dark figure behind the shroud of a mixing board jiggles a cable
that has loosened and quickly reinserts it. The amp belches out a stat24
ic-filled whump, sending the hairs on my arms into an

K

circuit.
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impromptu tango. Then the room settles back into the

subconscious hum of dormant sonic power. The swords that literally
cover the walls would probably gleam and sparkle if any amount of
light was allowed in the room. Instead, they dully glow with the LED
light from the synthesizers. Several racks of boxes, tecnically called
sound modules, with names like "'Drbif and Tro-Dne 1260," sit amidst
arachnid-like tangles of speaker cable and cable and synthesizer-com
puter interface wires. Leaning against one such rack is an odd instru
ment, an electric fuzz-wah dulcimer.
Taking in the picture as a whole-the swords, bizarre artwork, dul
cimer, the chaotic mess and a sniff of the nimbus clouds of incense

Kiipsun/Justin Coyne

Josh Matheson of Essene at his
home recording studio in
Whatcom County.
leaves-there's no doubt this is not the studio of Whitesnake's
comeback album. This personalized combination of bedroom, old
barn and studio is home to Josh Matheson and birthplace of his
many bands and music projects.
Moving to the computer, Matheson clicks a quick few keys.
The amp next to me kicks to life in earnest, belting out the
bassline introduction to a new song from his new project, Essene.
For a moment, all consciousness oozes sideways to his ears,
while he mentally evaluates every note and nuance.
Then his face reanimates in a smile. Another few quick

key strokes save to the computer the minor change he just
made on the track's bassline .
"It's a composite of dance music, rock and various ethnic
music. Somewhere between where it all comes together. . . I'm
searching for something entirely new in music," he explains.
Although names like Sound Mob, MC Sunshine and
Philosopher Stone are familiar to few listeners, they are a part of
Matheson's history of electronic music making that dates back to
1S89, when Matheson was already progressing from the
technopop of Sound Mob to the darker, gothic flavor

KUpsun/Stuart Martin
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uJ SptwHy at the ViHing Union Main Lounge in October, during the
Abiuraht Transmissions tour with British DJ, Scanner.

J

MC Sunshine, an industrial band.
Matheson began his career before high school, playing around in the studio his father put together for his
oWn band years before.
During MC Sunshine's post high school life span, the
liand released a demo tape that circulated around the local
music scene. The music was dark, brooding. They melded
[lis^cnant elements such as echoing, feedback guitar, a vin
tage Hammond organ, haunting vocals and sparse metallic
lieatEi with an overall attitude-of lovingly gothic sorrow.
'i^Ithough it's not the kind of music most people play
when cleaning the house, the tape caught the attention of
local radio station KISM and earned Matheson a guest
cippearance on the station's local music show.
MC Sunshine played only a handful of shows, most in
the Seattle area. Over the past summer, his partner on
MC Dunshine left the band while the two were in the
midst of changing to Philosopher Stone.
Now Matheson is on his own again with Essene,
^vhich he said is the latest step of his musical evolution.
Philcsopher Stone, his last band, was a mix of gothic
industrial and techno dance. Now, Philosopher Stone
cib^odoned, he has moved on to Essene.
"The Essenes were a group of Jewish mystics that
livpd in the desert waiting for the end of the world,"
Mgth.eson explained while pulling up on the computer an
alternate mix to the previous song.
|Dnfo|;tunately, waiting for the end of the world may be a
better bet than waiting for Bellingham to be a receptive cli
mate for its local electronic talent.
iDtill, for better or worse, few locals haul samplers and
drun:. machines about on bikes and skateboards to practice in
a flEind's basement. Even in Bellingham, a handful of bands,
artigts and Bis are tweaking the knobs of third-hand synthel^gari
band scene, but enough exist to make a difference.

12.97

Still, Bellingham music lovers; just don't see
them playing.
Matheson has attempted to put together a show vnth |
several local electronic bands a few times in the last yedr,;
but it has never worked out.
i ;
"I wish we could get together some sort of collective,"! he
said, "to put on shows on our own. For electronic music* [in
Bellingham] it's quite hard to get a gig at a bar. It's not rdaly beer-drinking music."
A.I. Razor of the Bellingham industrial band Lateral
Tension partly disagrees.
| ;
"It's not tough to get a gig here," Razor said. "We've bpeh
I |
invited to play 'fetish nights' at the 3B Tavern"
Lateral Tension formed a year ago when Razor, | as
vocalist and songwriter, w°as; joined by programmer Sean
Lankhar. Percussionist Malochi was added to help round
out the band.
Using a couple of computers and synthesizers. Lateral
Tension has crafted a hybric of industrial vocals and atti
tudes with deep, thumping beats of techno. Often called
"industrial dance," this genre| has been associated with ttie
likes of Skinny Puppy and l|rontline Assembly, two bands
which also rank high on Razbr's list of influences.
"We blend together teclino and industrial, give it a
dance edge. We're intense," Razor said. "You can da^ce
around the mosh pit"
i
Despite the invitation to play in town. Lateral Tension
hasn't played a show here. *
"I made a decision not to play a gig in Bellingham;"
Razor continued. "I don't think there is a lot of peogl|e
into that scene."
!
Like Matheson, Razor ^lieves that the beer-drinking
crowd at most Bellinghammars offering live music wotilfl
not be receptive to their music.
) |

Device," the band released in October. The band

scene. Moon actively supports the idea of a colled\
tive that many others, like Razor and Matheson, are calling
for in Bellingham.
"I see myself as a catalyst for change," Moon said.
Most evident of his commitment to musical p|rogression is
Moon's most public project. Abducted, which began early^ast
October at the Cosmos Cafe. The hard-techno and ji|ngle drum
^ss-servedrmB-by^Meun-and^ther DJa suc^-as^4erte Clinic have

DEtween Seattle and Vancouver-two big cities for
ndustrial music-you would think that we'd have that
and of interest here toof
Almost a secbnd thought revelation. Razor
iuggested an idea that could help local electrodes
lelp themselves.
"There's enough bands around here. Wp should
□rm like a collective to put the music out there for
DEople to hear," Rdzor said.
October was an exceptional month for ^lectron-

Klipsun/Stuart Martin

also recEived Expasure through KUGS DJ Jezebel who
hosts a weekly industrial and gothic program, "Dark Entries"
Razor and Lateral Tension, unlike other bands and artists who
feel that success is corrupting, seek to push the band and to
[look up with a recording label in the near future.
"We're putting our lives behind it now."
But, as Lateral Tension continues to cohere and improve as a
land, Bellingham may^noL^et-tu-enjuy^Their^uitiom The^ack^
1 real outlet for their music and a ready fm base is
rustrating for Razor.
|
"If you really vrant to start getting seriolis about
nusic, Bellingham is the wrong place," he said. "The
own seems to be going backwards. It doesn't seem
ike there's huge gatherings of people interested in our
and of art. It's weirtl because of Bellingham's location,

c music in Bellingham. Lateral Tension released its
ilbum; the Wednesday night techno show,
f^bducted, began eit the Cosmfas Cafe,- and a relaively major tour came to Western.
Featuring New York's DJ Spoolfy and i
England's ScannEir, the Abstrakt Transmissions |
Four attracted large crowds and good reviews |
acro^he cmintr| and up the-West Coast| .Almnst|------ BelHngh
as a validation of Razor's and Matheson's belief in a /j/5
equipment
/
local electronic music scene, the tour enticed a full__________
received a warm welcome so far.
—
•
audience to the Viking Union}
"We're trying to shift emphasis to a club-a group of people who
Especially encouraging was the fact that on this stop, Saul
Btokes, Western student and electronic musician, placed the opener.
are into the same scene," Moon said. "It's all about bringing new
things to the 'Ham."
Stokes is something of an oddity in the Bellingham scene.
For example, when Moon plays a party, he supplies the
5UGS FM team member Kris Moon said Stokes is the only artist
turntables whiles others kick in the amp, speakers and mixer.
:o have released an album. His ambient CD; "Washed in
Mercury," has received positive reviews from publications like
They play at a friend's house and occasionally £isk far a few
bucks to cover costs but not to profit.
he Western Front.
Further setting himself apart, Stolces has skirted the cost issue
Not only is Moon spinning techno, hut he is also making it
hat has held many musicians back. Insteac^ of usingj a sound modwith help from others. Moon works with DJ Rama from KUGS in
jIe like Matheson's $7DD Orbit, Stokes built all of his own synthe
Rama's home recording studio.
"I produce hard-techno," Moon said. "I write a new tracl[ a week."
sizers. Not only has it saved him money, building his own has
Due mainly to financial reasons; Moon has yet to release a record.
afforded him ufmatched creativity.
"That's the real limiting thing - money," he s^d. "It's hard to get peo
Bellingham techno fans at the V.U. Lounge Abstrakt
Fransmissions show appreciated Stokes' distinctive style. Few ple to share your vision and share it^irt cheap.'"^ ^
Moon sees Stokes inevitable^epature frooi#li;ie local scene
danced, but Stokes does not pretend to play dance club music.
(after graduates this year) a? a substantial loss. "I'm going to try to
Fhe sparse, tribal beats barely poked from beneath the sonic
learn everything I can from him before he leaves," he said.
blanket he laid over them. Most sat, or ev^n laid on the floor, and
As Moon puts it, Bellingham is still very much "virgin territory" for
dosed their eyes, moved slightly to the rhythm and let the warm
electronic music. But it is also a scene in transition.
ambience wash over them.
Back in Matheson's studio. Josh makes another small tweak to
"It's kind of like it's so intense that it goes over the border," Stokes
explained, describing his music. "It's chaos t|iat comes together."
the as yet untitled Essene song. This time, he m^kes a barely
"I'm trying to stand for something differeht," Stokes said. "I would
audible adjustment to a sampled synth-string loop coming out of
his Emu Orbit dance module.
like to see Pacific Northwest electronic music creating something that's
MathesorTIs content to stay put, here in the local area. 'Music is
different. ...what we need is some really cool bandwagon for people
by no means his livelihood nor does he ever expect to bEi famniis.
to attach to to help things move along."
"I think I'll just continue doing what I'm doing," be says,
Moon, also a producer and longtime house-party DJ in
flicking off the amp for a moment of easy conversation. "I
Bellingham, could bring the push Stokes is looking for.
enjoy working here in the studio, and I like the music I'm
his third year of,spinning music in Bellingham, preferrably elecr'tqnic. Moon knows firsthand the difficJulties be^glnning DJ's and making. I'd like people to dig it, but when it comes djown
^^-»-artists encounter when venturing^into the local music—
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'*Roofiea" have arrived in
Bellingham leaving victima with
clue of where they've been or what
they've done while under the influence of a
drug they've never heard of.

I

t was Friday night, a time to laugh,
celebratE, live a little and drink a lot. A time to
unwind after a long, hard week, crack open a
bottle of wine and relax in the company of good
friends. My best girlfriend Tara had some old
friends from high school who were throwing a
party and she had invited me to come along.
Neither Tara, nor I, had any qualms about
drinking our bottles of wine that night, since
we knew that many of the people at the party
would be old acquaintances-people we
knew, trusted and liked.
As we pulled up to the curb of the house,
we saw the crowd on the porch and immedi
ately recognized many of the faces. Tara had
been waiting nearly a week for this day and
her chance to introduce me to all of her old
friends. She grabbed my hand and ushered
me around the crowds, introducing me to
everyone who came along our path.
When we'd had our fill of the scene, we
decided to head upstairs and talk to one of her
ex-boyfriends, Sean. We found a vacant room
and plopped ourselves on the floor.
I began to notice the people slowly but
surely filing into the room. I saw a boy with
a goatee and blue jeans enter. Another boy
entered in a baseball cap and a blue sweat
shirt. I noticed he had wide cheekbones, a
trait I myself have, and always immediately
recognize in others.
Then I noticed my bottle was empty. The
boy with the cheekbones offered me a bright,
red keg full cup of beer. The beverage was
bright amber in color and smelled like beer, so
I happily drank it up.
That was the last thing I remembered of not
only the party, but the entire night.
I woke up the next morning, my head feeling
like a ton of bricks. I was disoriented and excep
tionally tired. My alarm was set for 9 a.m. so I
could take my dog to obedience school.
I rarely get hung over, and it was even fun
nier I thought, considering Fd left the party early.
Talking to my roommate Mary later that

T1i2^7

day, I realized we had stayed there
until nearly 2 or 3 a.m., yet I remembered
absolutely nothing of the entire night. I headed
out the door for work, and she casually joked
about our party we were planning for the
coming Saturday. "I hope we don't get any
'roofie pizza,"' she said. I laughed a little and
ran out the door.
"'Roofie pizza,"' huh? I asked myself. I'd
heard of the drug. I saw a talk show about it
once. Girls were raped after they were given
the colorless, odorless drug, but later remem
bered nothing of the entire night.
"Dh my God! Was I raped? What hap
pened? Why don't I remember any of it?" My
mind was flooding with questions I knew I
would never answer completely.
"You were either asleep, or sitting on the
couch talking to people," my roommate Sarah
later told me, " You looked like you were hav
ing fun, but you weren't yourself."
Drowsiness, temporary amnesia, impaired
judgment, dizziness, prolonged periods of black
outs and muscle relaxation are possible effects
of Rohypnol. It has been compared to Valium,
but the effects are about ten times stronger.
^
"At one point in the party, you came down
the stairs obviously very pissed off ... I don't
remember what it was that you were talking
:about exactly, but you were not happy," my
roommate Mary said. Although Rohypnol is
classified as a sedative, it may cause some
individuals to become fearless or aggressive.
At this point a bright red flashing light was
going off in my head. Was I given roofies-the
date-rape drug, which it's more commonly
referred to as-here in small-town Bellingham?
"I figured that you were okay" Sarah said.
"But then when I looked again, I saw some guy
leading you upstairs. I ran upstairs as fast as I
could and threw open the door. You were stand
ing there and I asked you if you knew the guy."
I didn't know what to do, or what to say.
I can't help but think, what would have
happened had Sarah not been there?

"It is very important that you learn to
protect yourself," warns Judy from the
Womencare shelter, "at a party it is very
chancy ... avoid being around persons you feel
are capable of doing this. Guard your drink. In
second-party dates, where people are often a
friend-of-a-friend's, find out exactly who this
person is. All cases (of date rape) are not
always clear cut."
Never again will I accept a drink from a
guy whom I do not know. And if I must, I
will be sure that it is from an unopened con
tainer that I open myself.
Since Rohypnol is illegal in the United
States, it is listed only in a book about pre
scription drugs available abroad. It is referred
to by its medical name, flunitrazepam, not the
brand name, Rohypnol.
"It is a benzodiazepine, in the same family
as Valium," a representative at the Washington
Poison Center said, "it's not really dangerous."
According to the medical director's records at
the Washington Poison Center, no Rohypnol cases
have been reported in the state of Washington. "All
of the suspected cases turned out to be other
drugs," an operator who wished to remain anony
mous told me. "Because of this, no, we don't have
a file for it. We don't have a need."
I am sure that I was given roofies. Because
no one has stepped forward and because there
are currently no documented cases in
Washington, this will continually be viewed as
a "big-town. Midwest problem."
Had I known Rohypnol leaves your sys
tem within 24 to 48 hours, I would have
been in a doctor's office getting a drug test in
that time period.
I shared what I could of my story because our
police departments, health centers, hospitals
and crisis lines need to know about this drug,
and that it is a problem. Until then, it is up to
you and me to spread the word.

—Lucy Kiem Kee
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photos by Justin Coyne
The brute breathes loudly. His shoulders slouch. The long battle has taken
its toll on him.
His massive hands grasp the broadsword tightly. Cold steel flashes in the light.
Sweat drops from his forehead, moistens his tunic. Squinted eyes stare at his foe.
The smaller man stands straight, one knee bent. His right arm waves a
rapier back and forth; his left is poised in the air. Long, black hair falls on his
damp, white shirt. A brilliant smile flashes across his face. He taps his leather
boot on the floor, then again, and attacks.
Sparks fly. Ears ring. Steel meets steel.
A thrust. A parry. The smaller' man is disarmed. He strikes the brute
across the face, then floors him with a spinning kick. The smile flashes again.
He pounces on the enemy, draws a dagger and finishes him off.
After a moment's rest, the two rise and face the applauding crowd.
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Children laugh and scream with glee. The two men bow, pick up their
weapons, and jog offstage.
Just another performance for Dark Ages Live Steel Productions.
A stage combat performance group. Dark Ages was founded in 1394.
They perform regularly for schools, children's programs and science-fic
tion/fantasy conventions, or "cons." All details, from costuming to weaponry,
are historically accurate. Battles from ancient Japan and medieval Europe are
re-enacted; even hypothetical futuristic conflicts erupt onstage. "We go as far
back as we can hnd historical reference," said group co-founder Cheryl
Armstrong. "We don't do anything we can't research."
Armstrong has studied martial arts for more than ID years. Her training
ranges from karate to kendo stickfighting. One of her former sparring part
ners worked at a movie theater. When the film "Highlander 2" was released
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"She was a hair
away from stab
bing his scrotum,"
he said, then shooh
his head and iaughed.
"He wouid’ve died—we
wouid’ve never stopped
the bieeding."

in 1992, Armstrong and her friends were
asked to spar for crowds to promote the film.
It was something to do once, and then put it
away,"' said group president Greg Spyridis. But
the fighters soon found themselves performing
again. HA/’e did a con, we did 'Braveheart,' and
we said, 'Let's do a business'"
Those early shows were unchoreo
graphed stickfights. By the time "Highlander
3" was released the following year, Spyridis
decided it was time to do something more
dramatic. "I had stage combat experience, so
I showed the other guys some moves, and
we did promotional work for that god-awful
movie," Spyridis laughed.
Since then. Bark Ages has become a reg
ular act on the con circuit, performing in
Washington, Oregon, and California. "We've
also performed in Canada, so technically
we're international," Spyridis bragged. The
group has to be creative to find the right
gear. Broadswords and chainmail are rarely
available in department stores.
While some of their weapons are pur
chased from BladeSmith's in Seattle,
many must be ordered from Starfire
Swords in New York.
Accurate apparel is just as hard to find.
"I do all my costumes," Armstrong said.
Trips to the library precede trips to the
fabric store. Costumes are also ordered
through specialty catalogs.
Despite the inherent danger of working with real weapons-"A sword is
never unloaded," Spyridis warned-injuries have been few and far between. "I
got one of my rings bent once," Armstrong said. "But it didn't hurt." Through
hard work and precise practices. Dark Ages has ensured the only onstage fatal
ities are the rehearsed ones. "We practice so we don't get hurt," Armstrong said.
The most serious injury occurred as Spyridis was rehearsing with a
newcomer to the group. "We were fighting with staffs," Spyridis recalled.
"It looked like he was unarmed, but he was actually in control of my staff.
He threw the staff down, and it bounced off the concrete, came up and
broke off half his tooth. Nobody touched him. It was entirely self-inflicted."
That member has since left the group.
The incident remains the lone blemish on an otherwise perfect safety
record. However, there was one other close call. Former group member
Cheryl Glover appeared to end a battle with member Bob Nims by stabbing
him in the crotch. The blade was intended to miss by a safe distance, but actu
ally hit so close to the target that it tore the fabric of his pants. Spyridis
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recalled the incident with a smile. "She was a hair away from stabbing
his scrotum," he said, then shook his head and laughed. "He would've
died-we would've never stopped the bleeding." The group shrugs off the
importance of the event. "It was just a one-time thing," Armstrong said.
It takes a special kind of person to be in Dark Ages. Armstrong start
ed throwing knives in her early teens. She began taking karate at the
age of 19 and she has six years of theater experience. Spyridis has
studied more than 3D forms of martial arts, both open-hand and armed.
He's appeared in several plays and a few small films. Most members of
the group have a theater or martial arts background, if not both.
Newcomers to the group have to prove themselves in an audi
tion before being accepted. They must show skill and enthusiasm
before they make the team.
In addition, they have to show they have the right mindset for the
job. "We get a lot of freaks and whatnot," Spyridis sighed. "Bus [Jensen,
a current group member] walked into BladeSmith's on accident. He
ordered a broadsword, even though he had no idea how to use it. They

gave him our card. He gave us a call, even though he had no
idea what he was doing. We said to ourselves, 'Wow. You're psy
chotic. We'll take you!'''
Eccentric hobbies notwithstanding, the members of Dark
Ages do maintain regular lives and jobs. Spyridis splits his time
attending Shoreline Community College and assisting students
in a computer lab. Armstrong is a
system administrator for Boeing.
Kate Collins works in a warehouse,
while Nims and Jensen are computer
technicians. Scot McIntosh is a med
ical technician. Dr, as Armstrong
puts it, 'he draws blood, or some
thing.' How appropriate.
The group's tour on the con cir
cuit has spawned several unusual
stories. 'We've produced a couple of
[discussion] panels on the emotional
and sexual aspects of men and
women with swords,' Spyridis said.
'There are people out there who
get turned on watching members of
the opposite sex fight.' At one dis
cussion, the women of the group
were asked point-blank if the men's
genitalia were in proportion to the
size of their swords. 'She put us all
on the spot. We just kind of ignored
her,' Armstrong said.
Spyridis remembered the effect
Nims had on a fan. 'In Baltimore, a
young woman was so enamored with
him that she grabbed her boyfriend
and literally ran upstairs with him.
They conceived a child that night. I
don't know if it's a coincidence or what,
but the child is named Bob (referring to
Nims].' Armstrong backs up Spyridis'
story. "They were there. They did not
use protection. They did procreate.'
Some of their most memorable
moments have occurred outside of
cons, however. 'We were performing
at the opening of 'Braveheart,'"
Armstrong said, 'and Greg was
wearing a kilt. The bit we were doing
was choreographed for something
else, and wasn't meant to be done in

He gave
call, evei
he had,
he
saldi to ours
'Wo
chotic
your

a kilt; there were lots of rolls and
throws. I was standing in the
crowd with Greg's mother. She's
seen him in a kilt enough times to
know that he usually wears them
in the traditional style," meaning
without underwear. 'His mom
turns to me and says, 'This sure is
an athletic piece. Is he wearing...?'
And Greg does a roll, and his
mother says, 'Dh, yes. Black.'"
Spyridis' most memorable
performance was at SyndiCon in
Baltimore. 'That was the first time
we were treated like real stars,' he
said. "I signed my first autograph.
They gave us the red carpet treat
ment. We got to mingle with the cast
and crew from the "Highlander" TV
show. So that was cool."
Armstrong's favorite per
formance came in 1996. "We
were performing with the Kidsco
children's program on Mercer
Island," she said. "One little girl
was very excited. I showed her
how to hold a blade in four-point
position. She literally counted the
days until our return." Armstrong
sighed. "That was special."
The members of Dark Ages
have devoted many hours to learn
ing their skills, and purchased
countless dollars worth of equip
ment. After three years as a busi
ness, they are just starting to break
even. As we've seen, they face the
possibility of being killed, or at
least castrated. One question
remains: why do they do this?
"It's fun," Spyridis said.
"Primarily because it's fun. It allows
us to show people, through action, comedy and drama, a side of life
and of history that they don't get to see done often, and don't get to see
done accurately." He paused.. "But mostly because it's fun."
And Armstrong? "The thrill of being onstage. The adrenaline rush,
the awe in the eyes of people watching you," she said. "They think it's
so amazing, and you think it's so simple."
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